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Learning Outcomes of Key Competences: 

 
‘Scientific competence refers to the ability and willingness to use the body of 

knowledge and methodology employed to explain the natural world, in order to identify 

questions and to draw evidence-based conclusions. Competence in technology is 

viewed as the application of that knowledge and methodology in response to perceived 

human wants or needs. Both areas of this competence involve an understanding of the 

changes caused by human activity and responsibility as an individual citizen.’ 

 

 

(Malta Qualifications Council, Descriptors of Key Competences in the National Qualifications Framework, Levels 1 to 3, p.32) 
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STRAND 1 – The Physical World                            AREA - Energy 

Knowledge  Skills  Competences 

Students are able to: 

 recall energy sources in the immediate 

environment  

 recall basic facts about the flow of heat and 

electricity and give examples of common 

uses of electricity. 

Students are able to: 

 identify energy sources in the immediate 

environment. 

 use heat sources and electrical devices safely 

and economically. 

Students are able to: 

 use sources of energy in the immediate 

environment safely and economically. 

 use heat sources and electrical devices safely 

and economically under supervision. 

Key Words Points to note Resources 

 

energy, energy changes, 

store of energy, 

renewable, non-

renewable, photo-

voltaic panels, wind 

turbines, heat, flow of 

heat, temperature, hot, 

cold, current, flow of 

current, circuits, 

batteries, switches, 

bulbs, 240 V mains 

plug, efficiency, energy 

saving. 

 

At level 1, students should attain basic knowledge of scientific facts 

that relate to their immediate environment, which will help them 

improve their quality of life. Knowledge of matter implies 

knowledge of materials that are used in everyday life such at home 

and in the workplace.  

 

Emphasis at this level should be on oral communication, so the use 

of digital means to collect evidence of learning would be advisable. 

Thus assessment should be mainly formative, and the use of 

evidence gathering techniques such as checklists for assessing 

practical tasks, mini-whiteboards, student mini-presentations and 

traffic lights could help the teacher (and the students themselves) 

evaluate their students’ attainment of the objectives. Such formative 

assessment should be reflected upon by the teacher in order to adapt 

his/ her teaching methods to address better the situation of the 

particular group of students.  

 

The teacher should feel free to alter the suggested activities or omit 

some to include others of his/ her own devising, if these would be 

better suited to address the needs of his/ her particular learners.  

 

The evidence of the students’ learning should be recorded and kept 

so that a ‘profile of achievement’ of each student is constructed, 

that clearly indicates the learning path of the child. Each practical 

activity itself provides an opportunity to measure student learning.  

 

Materials: 

 A tennis ball, a desk lamp, fan, soldering iron, room 

heater, a source of sound such as a radio, and a candle 

 Steel springs or rubber bands 

 Spirit lamp, Bunsen burner, candle, immersion heater and 

beaker with water. 

 A photo-voltaic panel and wind turbine (can be acquired  

from the Integrated Science Renewable Energy sources 

kits). 

 Aluminium blocks (like the ones that are used to measure 

the specific heat capacity in Physics) 

 Bubble wrap, corrugated cardboard, cloth, polystyrene, 

and cotton wool. 

 Heat sink of a computer processor with fan and 

connecting wires. 

 Batteries, wires, switches and 12 V filament lamps.  

 240 V mains plugs, fuses, a cutter and a screwdriver. 

 Energy saving lamp, filament lamp and a LED lamp. 

 Appropriate websites and digital content to use on the 

interactive whiteboard 

 Digital hardware like the interactive whiteboard, cameras, 

and video cameras for collecting evidence of achievement 

and to use as tools for students to learn.  

 Laboratory equipment necessary for practical activities. 

 Laboratory technician to help set up practical activities. 
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Module 1: Forms of Energy  
 

Timeframe: 2 weeks (4 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

1. Learn about the different forms of energy. 

2. Learn about the storage of energy. 

3. Learn about clean renewable energy sources. 

Suggested Activities: Learning Outcomes for students 

1. Investigate the different forms of energy through various mini-activities, such as dropping a 

ball, a desk lamp, fan, soldering iron, room heater, radio, and a lit candle. 

Understand that energy is the ability to do work. 

 

Understand that energy can be transformed from one form to 

another. 

2. Investigate the relationship between the energy stored in springs or elastic bands and how it 

is related to their compression or extension. Identify other ways in which energy is stored. 

Understand that energy can be stored in different forms. 

3. Investigating the power of four different sources of heat: a candle, a spirit lamp, a Bunsen 

burner and an immersion heater by measuring and comparing the time it takes to boil equal 

amounts of water. 

Understand that certain mechanisms can transform energy 

from one form to another faster than others. 

 

Application of problem-solving skills.  

 

Understand the idea of fair testing. 

4. Investigate the use of renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic panels and wind 

turbines. 

Become aware that world is running out of oil which is 

currently the main source of energy in our everyday life. 

 

Understand the importance of renewable energy sources and 

their advantages over non-renewable sources of energy. 

5. Mini-project: Students can visit a photovoltaic-panel retailer and collect information about 

these panels. A PowerPoint presentation can then be prepared as a whole class project.  

Students apply ICT skills to gather evidence and data (digital 

photography, use of IWB etc.). 

 

Students enhance communication skills by setting up mini 

presentations about their findings. 

 

Students should be able to relate the use of photovoltaic 

panels and wind turbines to a cleaner environment.  
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Module 2:  Heat Flow 

 

Timeframe: 2 weeks (4 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

1. Learn about heat and heat flow. 

2. Learn about the properties of insulating materials. 

3. Learn about the factors that affect the cooling times of hot objects. 

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

1. Investigate the flow of heat from hot to cold objects though the use of two aluminium 

blocks. 

Understand that heat flows from the object at the higher 

temperature to the object at the lower temperature. 

 

Understand that for heat to flow from one metal to the other, 

the metals must come in contact with each other. 

2. Investigate how heat flows in liquids and gases.   Understand that heat flows even in fluids. 

 

Understand that hot fluids rise whereas cold fluids sink. 

3. Investigate and compare different insulating materials. Include materials such as bubble 

wrap, corrugated cardboard, cloth, polystyrene, and cotton wool. 

Acquire the skill of using a thermometer to measure the 

temperature of some water at regular intervals. 

 

Understand that air is one of the best insulators of heat. 

 

Understand how the different materials make use of air 

spaces to provide insulation.   

4. Investigate how cooling occurs through the heat sink of a computer processor. Understand that hot objects with large surface area lose heat 

more quickly and that cooling times can be reduced through 

the aid of air flow. 

 

Plan a simple experiment (orally or pictorially) to investigate 

cooling times, make observations and draw simple 

conclusions. 

 

Understand the idea of fair testing.  
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Module 3: Current Electricity 

 

Timeframe: 3 weeks (6 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

1. Learn how to set up some very simple circuits. 

2. Learn about materials that allow current through and those that do not. 

3. Learn about the 240 V mains plug and fuses. 

4. Learn about using electrical energy efficiently. 

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

1. Investigate the components needed to make a simple circuit that has a battery, one or two 

switches and one or more light bulbs.  

Understand that a complete circuit is needed for current to 

flow and recall that batteries are a store of electrical energy. 

 

Understand the order in which these components should be 

connected in order for the circuit to work. 

 

Plan and design a circuit that has two bulbs that can be 

switched on and off individually. 

2. Investigate the materials that allow electric current to pass through and those that do not. 

Include materials like copper, coins, steel wool brushes, wood, water, plastic and various 

kinds of nails. 

Understand that not all materials are conductors of 

electricity. 

3. Investigate the internals of a 240 V mains plug. Understand the internal wiring of a 240 V mains plug and 

acquire the skill to assemble/disassemble a 240 V mains 

plug. 

4. Investigate fuses. Understand the importance of the fuse in a 240 V plug and 

other household circuitries. 

 

Understand the meaning of fuse rating. 

5. Mini-project: Investigate the power consumption by energy saving bulbs, filament lamps 

and LED lamps. Students could prepare a table that shows the power consumption by each 

type of bulb in comparison to the light power emitted.  

Relate electrical energy consumption to environmental 

pollution. 

 

Understand the benefits that derive from the use of energy 

efficient appliances. 
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STRAND 1 – The Physical World                            AREA - Motion 

Knowledge  Skills  Competences 

Students are able to: 

 recall that a force is needed to make an object 

move, speed it up, slow it down or change its 

direction of motion. 

 recall the positive and negative effects of 

friction and that lubrication reduces the effect of 

friction. 

Students are able to: 

 note and describe changes in speed and direction 

of moving objects. 

 recognize the need of lubrication to reduce 

friction. 

 

Students are able to: 

 observe moving objects and orally describe 

their motion using simple scientific terms. 

 recognize and report when a machine needs 

lubrication. 

 

Key Words Points to note Resources 

 

Motion, force, speed, fast, 

slow, friction, lubrication, 

air cushion, time, 

accelerate, slow down, 

increase speed, distance, 

smoothing, wear and tear,  

 

At level 1, students should attain basic knowledge of scientific facts 

that relate to their immediate environment, which will help them 

improve their quality of life. Knowledge of matter implies knowledge 

of materials that are used in everyday life such at home and in the 

workplace.  

 

Emphasis at this level should be on oral communication, so the use of 

digital means to collect evidence of learning would be advisable. Thus 

assessment should be mainly formative, and the use of evidence 

gathering techniques such as checklists for assessing practical tasks, 

mini-whiteboards, student mini-presentations and traffic lights could 

help the teacher (and the students themselves) evaluate their students’ 

attainment of the objectives. Such formative assessment should be 

reflected upon by the teacher in order to adapt his/ her teaching 

methods to address better the situation of the particular group of 

students.  

 

The teacher should feel free to alter the suggested activities or omit 

some to include others of his/ her own devising, if these would be 

better suited to address the needs of his/ her particular learners.  

 

The evidence of the students’ learning should be recorded and kept so 

that a ‘profile of achievement’ of each student is constructed, that 

clearly indicates the learning path of the child. Each practical activity 

itself provides an opportunity to measure student learning.  

 

Materials: 

 Stopwatches 

 Cone markers (used by PE teachers) 

 Measuring tape 

 Rubber bands and Slotted masses 

 Trunking cover 

 Balloons and Rubber stoppers 

 CD/DVD 

 Paper roll and string 

 Glass marble/ping-pong ball 

 Spring balance 

 Tug of war rope 

 Glass/wood/perspex/sand paper sheets 

 Wooden plane 

 Oil/Smoothing sand paper 

 Appropriate websites and digital content to use on 

the interactive whiteboard 

 Digital hardware like the interactive whiteboard, 

cameras, and video cameras for collecting evidence 

of achievement and to use as tools for students to 

learn.  

 Laboratory equipment necessary for practical 

activities. 
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Module 1: Forces make objects move 
 

Timeframe: 2 weeks (4 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

1. Learn about the physical quantities needed to determine the speed of an object. 

2. Learn about the fact that a greater force produces a greater acceleration provided that the mass remains constant. 

3. Learn about other ways of propulsion. 

 

Suggested Activities: Learning Outcomes for students 

1. Who’s the fastest? An out of classroom activity that investigates the speed students can reach 

while running in the school ground. A measuring tape can be used to place two markers a set 

distance apart (100 m). Students take turns to run between the two markers. The other students 

measure the time it takes their peers to run the distance between the two cones.  The speed 

students reach can be calculated by simply dividing the value of the distance by that of time. A 

good idea would be that of taking an average of times. Students can tabulate the results of the 

speeds achieved in a table. 

Understand that a force is needed to make an object 

move.  

 

Understand that the muscles in the human legs make our 

body move forward. 

 

Understand that speed is a measure of the distance 

covered in a particular time. 

 

2. Investigate the fact that speeds measured in the first activity above are in fact average speeds. 

Students can first elaborate on this fact through a thought process that explores how during the 

race they were going slowest at the start, got faster in between, reached maximum speed and 

carried on at maximum speed. 

Understand that the speed of an object changes; it can 

increase, it can decrease and it can remain the same. 
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Students are positioned along the 100 m track with their stopwatches. Students stop their 

stopwatches and shout ‘stop’ as the runner goes past. The next person starts the stopwatch when 

she/he hears the word ‘stop’. The different speeds of the runner along the track can be calculated 

and tabulated.  

 

3. Getting Faster! Students can investigate through a simple experiment how objects can increase 

their speed at different rates. Rubber bands and slotted masses can be used to create a catapult 

for small toy cars. The number of rubber bands used will increase the catapult force and the rate 

of increase of speed (acceleration). For fair testing the rubber bands must be pulled back the 

same distance every time the experiment is repeated. 

 

Understand that the greater the force applied on an 

object, the greater will be its acceleration, provided its 

mass remains constant. 

 

Application of problem-solving skills.  

 

Understand the idea of fair testing. 
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4. Balloon rocket! Students can investigate another means of propulsion of objects. Students can be 

engaged in setting up a string 10 m long and then record the time it takes an air filled balloon to 

move along the string. The speed can then be calculated as outlined in the first activity. 

Variations of the setup can also be investigated. (placing rubber stopper with varying hole sizes, 

the size of the balloon, different types of string, etc) 

 

Become aware that space shuttles and rockets use 

different types of propulsion.  

 

Understand that the combination of the mass of air and 

its velocity determine the forward movement of the air 

balloon. 

 

5. Mini-project: Students in small groups can prepare a PowerPoint presentation that contains 

photos and diagrams of the resources they created in the previous activities. This Powerpoint 

presentation is delivered to the rest of the class.  

Students apply ICT skills to gather evidence and data 

(digital photography, use of IWB etc.). 

 

Students enhance communication skills by setting up 

mini presentations about their findings. 

 

Students should be able to recognise strengths and areas 

of improvement in the design used for the resources 

produced for the activities.  
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Module 2:  Friction 

 

Timeframe: 3 weeks (6 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

1. Learn about the beneficial uses of friction. 

2. Learn about the causes of friction. 

3. Learn about the negative effects of friction. 

 

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

1. Investigate the beneficial uses of friction in everyday life such as walking, writing and riding a 

bike. Students can explore how friction between the tires and the road and friction between the 

brake pads and the tire rim are both important uses of friction. Teacher can explain and elaborate 

on these and other situations that develop during the lesson. An engaging youtube clip shows 

friction in use in manufacturing industries https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JbnDXw-0pM 

Understand that friction exists between two object that 

are in contact with the tendency of moving opposite 

each other. 

 

Appreciate that friction is necessary to avoid slipping 

and improving grip.  

 

2. Investigate how friction can cause problems or be a nuisance. Friction generates heat, unwanted 

noise and wear and tear of moving parts. Students get engaged into heat generation by friction 

through the online simulation http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/friction/latest/friction_en.html 

and then explore how surface irregularities at atomic level get smoothed out. Teacher can then 

explain and elaborate on how this leads to wear and tear of moving parts.  

Understand the negative effects of friction. 

 

Appreciate that one of the most common effects of 

friction is heat generation. 

 

3. Investigate how friction makes movement difficult. Students get engaged through an online 

simulation http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/forces-and-motion that shows how frictional 

forces oppose the pushing or pulling forces. Students can then use spring balances to explore the 

pulling force required to overcome friction between the feet of a laboratory stool and the ground. 

The teacher can elaborate on this by varying the setup such as increasing the mass, removing the 

rubber feet, etc.  

Recall that friction hinders the free movement of objects 

and understand that friction acts in the opposite 

direction to that of the force causing the movement of 

one of the objects.    

 

Make observations and force measurements. 

 

Predict the outcomes from the different situations.  

 

Understand that friction increases if the area of contact 

between the surfaces of the objects increases. 

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/forces-and-motion
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4. Investigate how friction ‘wastes’ energy 

through a simple experiment that involves 

a rolling marble along a curved track, as 

shown in diagram. A marble released from 

one side of the curved track will not reach 

the same height on the other side because 

of friction. Students get engaged in 

designing the experiment (track material, 

curvature, etc) and explore the measurable 

quantities (e.g. height reached by marble 

as measured from bench surface) that might be observed to make this a valid experiment. 

Students can then elaborate on this by investigating variations of the set up. (eg. using 

smaller/larger marbles or ping-pong ball, using a shorter length of track, etc)  

 

Recall that objects placed in a high position possess 

potential energy that is totally transformed to kinetic 

energy unless some of it is ‘lost’ against friction. 

 

Make observations and draw simple conclusions. 

 

Understand the idea of fair testing.  

 

5. Investigate how friction makes movement difficult. Students get engaged through an online 

simulation http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/forces-and-motion that shows how frictional 

forces oppose the pushing or pulling forces. Students can then use spring balances to explore the 

pulling force required to overcome friction between the feet of a laboratory stool and the ground. 

The teacher can elaborate on this by varying the setup such as increasing the mass, removing the 

rubber feet, etc.  

Recall that friction hinders the free movement of 

objects. 

 

Understand that friction acts in the opposite direction to 

that of the force causing the movement of one of the 

objects.    

 

Make observations and measurements of the forces. 

 

Predict the outcomes from the different situations.  

 

Understand that friction increases if the area of contact 

between the surfaces of the objects increases. 

6. Tug of war!! Students can engage in a tug of war game. Students should identify the places 

where friction is important and the effects of friction or lack of friction (e.g hands heating up, 

gripping, slipping, etc). As a whole class activity, students can then draw up a chart that shows 

the student positions along the rope and draw arrows that show the position and direction of 

frictional forces that were present when they were engaged in the tug of war.  

Relate the rough surface of the rope to the good grip on 

the rope. 

 

Relate slipping to the ‘smooth’ floor surface. 

 

Work collaboratively with classmates. 

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/forces-and-motion
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Module 3: Reducing Friction 

 

Timeframe: 2 weeks (4 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

1. Learn how to set up some very simple circuits. 

2. Learn about materials that allow current through and those that do not. 

3. Learn about the 240 V mains plug and fuses. 

4. Learn about using electrical energy efficiently. 

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

1. Students get engaged in an online simulation that tests frictional forces when moving objects 

move over the surface of different materials. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/scienceclips/ages/8_9/friction.shtml. Students can then design a 

similar set up (refer to diagram below) to test the frictional forces provided by the surfaces of 

different materials. The different materials could be sand paper, polystyrene, glass, wood, 

Perspex sheet, etc. Model toy car or trolley should be released from the same height for fair 

comparison purposes. Teacher can elaborate on this by changing the setup to include more mass 

and changing release heights.  

 

 

Understand that friction depends on how rough or 

smooth a surface is.  

 

Design and plan a simple experiment. 

 

Make observations and draw simple conclusions. 

 

Understand the idea of fair testing. 

 

Work collaboratively with class mates. 

 

2. Students get stimulated into thinking about ways to reduce friction such as smoothing out wood 

surface, lubricating the glass and Perspex sheets in the first activity. The students can measure 

the distance moved by the model toy car or trolley and draw up a comparison chart that shows 

Understand that smoothing surfaces or thin layers of oil 

will reduce friction present between two surfaces. 

 

model toy car / 

 trolley 
Material surface 

distance moved 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/scienceclips/ages/8_9/friction.shtml
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the distance travelled with or without lubrication/smoothing for each of the material surfaces. Make observations, draw simple conclusions and 

present the conclusions on a chart. 

 

Understand the idea of fair testing and work 

collaboratively with class mates. 

3. CD Hovercraft!! Students investigate other ways of reducing friction – the air cushion. Students 

get engaged in designing the CD Hovercraft and explore the best possible ways to have the cd 

hovercraft moving for the longest time by adjusting the air flow and balloon size. 

                              

Understand that friction can also be reduced using an air 

cushion. 

 

Relate the use of air cushions in commercial and 

military transport vehicles. 

 

4. Mini-project: Students in small groups can prepare a PowerPoint presentation that contains 

photos and diagrams of the resources they created in the previous activities. This Powerpoint 

presentation is delivered to the rest of the class. 

Students apply ICT skills to gather evidence and data 

(digital photography, use of IWB etc.). 

 

Students enhance communication skills by setting up 

mini presentations about their findings. 

 

Students should be able to recognise strengths and areas 

of improvement in the design used for the resources 

produced for the activities. 

 

 

balloon 

CD/DVD 

Rubber stopper with 

hole inside 
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STRAND 2 – The Living World AREA – Human Life: Body Structures 

Knowledge  Skills  Competences 

Students are able to: 

 recall that the human body consists of an internal 

skeleton to which muscles are attached. 

 recall the position of the main body organs.  

 

Students are able to: 

 describe movement of the human body as 

due to muscular contraction and relaxation. 

 identify the muscles associated with 

particular body movement. 

 identify the position of the main body organs. 

Students are able to: 

 show behaviour (lifting, eating, 

drinking) that makes safe and healthy 

use of the body 

 

Key Words Points to note Resources 

Skeleton, muscles, skull, ribs, 

protection, vital organs, brain, 

lungs, heart, stomach, intestines, 

kidneys and sex organs, 

transplants, bad health practices, 

At level 1, students should attain basic knowledge of scientific facts that 

relate to their immediate environment, which will help them improve their 

quality of life. Knowledge of matter implies knowledge of materials that 

are used in everyday life such at home and in the workplace.  

 

Emphasis at this level should be on oral communication, so the use of 

digital means to collect evidence of learning would be advisable. Thus 

assessment should be mainly formative, and the use of evidence gathering 

techniques such as checklists for assessing practical tasks, mini-

whiteboards, student mini-presentations and traffic lights could help the 

teacher (and the students themselves) evaluate their students’ attainment of 

the objectives. Such formative assessment should be reflected upon by the 

teacher in order to adapt his/ her teaching methods to address better the 

situation of the particular group of students.  

 

The teacher should feel free to alter the suggested activities or omit some 

to include others of his/ her own devising, if these would be better suited to 

address the needs of his/ her particular learners.  

The evidence of the students’ learning should be recorded and kept so that 

a ‘profile of achievement’ of each student is constructed, that clearly 

indicates the learning pattern of the child. Each practical activity itself 

provides an opportunity to measure student learning.  

 

Materials: 

 Pictures of a shirt on a hanger and shirt on 

the floor 

 Accident video 

 Video/Picture of body builder 

 X-Ray images 

 Story on organ transplant 
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Module 1: The Skeleton and Muscles 
 

Timeframe: 1 week (2 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

1. To provide students with an appreciation of the protective and supportive function of the skeleton. 

2. To provide students with an appreciation of the importance of muscles in our body. 

3. To provide students a basic understanding of how bones and muscles work together to bring about movement. 

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

Starter suggestion 

Students are engaged by being shown two pictures on the IWB:  

(a) a shirt on a hanger and (b) a shirt on the floor.  

Students explore the situation by observing the pictures and as a class discuss:  

(a) differences between the two pictures and (b) reasons for these differences.  

After getting feedback the teacher will explain that this is an analogy with the human skeleton and 

its function of providing support.  

The teacher can extend this part of the lesson by asking the following questions:  

(a) what is the hanger made up of? (b) is it strong enough to hold the shirt? (c) what if it is made up 

of spaghetti? (d) would it hold the shirt? (e) will the hanger hold a coat? (f) what is our skeleton 

made up of? 

Students can elaborate on the function of support and conclude that bone is a strong enough material 

to support the body. 

 

 

Recall that the skeleton provides support and protection 

to the human body. 

 

Appreciate that bone is strong enough to provide these 

functions. 
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Main activity 

Students get engaged through a story about a man involved in a bad accident.  

The teacher sets the right atmosphere by having a video of a skiing accident playing on the IWB in 

the background. An example is: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkjhETjstwU. The video can be 

muted while the teacher narrates the following true story of a bad skiing accident. (The teacher 

might consider translating the story in Maltese.) 

“Ned Gold was skiing in New York when he was involved in a bad fall. He suffered a broken 

wrist, broken nose, broken shoulder blade, chipped hip bone and six broken ribs on the left 

side. He also damaged his skull. He spent over a month on a machine that helped his lungs to 

breath. Although he could not speak for a long time, he was conscious as his brain didn’t 

sustain any injuries. Ned is still alive.” 

The teacher displays some questions on the board. Through these questions the students explore the 

importance of the skeleton as means of protection of vital organs. Skeletal parts such as the skull 

and the ribs should be highlighted as examples of protection to vital parts of the body. 

Name the skull and the ribs as examples of the 

skeleton’s protective function. 

 

The teacher introduces muscles and the concept of movement. Students get engaged in the topic by 

working in groups to build a model of the arm. Students can follow picture-aided instructions or 

alternatively can be guided orally to build the model.  

The following are possible examples to follow:  

http://kidsactivitiesblog.com/17436/how-do-muscles-work  

http://www.eduplace.com/science/hmxs/ls/pdf/5rs_1_7-3.pdf  

http://www.instructables.com/id/Human-Arm-Model/ 

Predict movement direction of bones when muscles 

become shorter or longer. 

 

Develop motor skills while building a model. 

http://kidsactivitiesblog.com/17436/how-do-muscles-work
http://www.eduplace.com/science/hmxs/ls/pdf/5rs_1_7-3.pdf
http://www.instructables.com/id/Human-Arm-Model/
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Students are shown a video of a (healthy) body builder flexing muscles or a 

picture of a famous athlete like the one on the right. Students discuss which 

areas of the body have muscles. The teacher elaborates on the topic by 

confirming that muscles are found all over the body and that we use them for 

complex movements as well as very simple ones.  

All or parts of this animation can be shown at this stage. 

http://kidshealth.org/kid/closet/movies/MSmovie.html?tracking=59983_G#cat20121  

 

Students elaborate on the use of muscles in our body through a worksheet similar to the example 

below (or IWB projection).  

Students should be allowed to try the activity themselves and note which muscles (areas of the 

body) are being employed. They compare to the picture and write the letter of the main muscle 

employed in that activity.  

ACTIVITY MUSCLE  

 

waving (c)  

happy feet dance (f)  

walking (e)  

straight arms on the sides (b)  

raising eyebrows (a)  

lifting a cup towards mouth (d)  

Answers are given in grey.  

Engage in class discussions in an organised manner. 

 

Work collaboratively with classmates. 

 

 

Students evaluate their understanding of the functions of the skeleton and the role of the muscles in 

our body through an online quiz such as:  

http://kidshealth.org/kid/htbw/SSquiz.html  

 

http://kidshealth.org/kid/closet/movies/MSmovie.html?tracking=59983_G#cat20121
http://kidshealth.org/kid/htbw/SSquiz.html
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Other possible activities 

The teacher can use different X-Ray images which the students can match to pictures of different 

parts of the body. This can be used to create discussion about the skeletons. 

Skeleton models can equally be used to create discussion. 

Students can be asked to build a skeleton using different pasta shapes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Site visits related to the theme 

MFA Gym 

Radiography & Physiotherapy departments 

 

Other websites 

 

http://classroom.kidshealth.org/3to5/body/parts/bones.pdf  

http://sv.berkeley.edu/showcase/pages/bones.html  

http://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/interactives/science/bodyandmedicine/theskeleton/  

http://www.bonesandharry.co.uk/main/main.html 

http://www.niams.nih.gov/Health_Info/Kids/healthy_bones.asp   

http://www.cyh.com/HealthTopics/HealthTopicDetailsKids.aspx?p=335&np=152&id=2457 

 

 

 

 

 

http://classroom.kidshealth.org/3to5/body/parts/bones.pdf
http://sv.berkeley.edu/showcase/pages/bones.html
http://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/interactives/science/bodyandmedicine/theskeleton/
http://www.bonesandharry.co.uk/main/main.html
http://www.niams.nih.gov/Health_Info/Kids/healthy_bones.asp
http://www.cyh.com/HealthTopics/HealthTopicDetailsKids.aspx?p=335&np=152&id=2457
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Module 2: The Main Body Organs 
 

Timeframe: 1 ½ week (3 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

1. To present organs as body units performing specific functions. 

2. To familiarise students with the position of the main body organs. 

3. To provide knowledge of the most specific functions of the main body organs. 

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

Starter suggestion 

The teacher engages the students’ with a story about an organ transplant. An example could be 

about the ex-Barcelona football player Eric Abidal. More stories can be found at: 

http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Organ-donation/Pages/Paulsstory.aspx. 

The teacher draws students’ attention on the word organ. It should be sufficient for the 

students to define organs as parts (units) of the body that are able to perform a specific 

function. 

Define organs as units of the body that are able to perform a 

specific function. 

Main activity 

Students are asked to come with examples of organs they know of. For each organ they should 

try to guess the respective function. Students should be given the freedom to use either 

Maltese or English at this stage.  

In the next activity students will explore more about organs through an IWB activity. Organ 

names in Maltese, organ names in English and cliparts of organs are presented jumbled up on 

the screen. Students themselves work on the IWB to match up the organ names and the 

pictures. Organs to be included in this activity should include the brain, lungs, heart, stomach, 

intestines, kidneys and sex organs. 

Appreciate the importance of the various body organs. 

 

Associate the brain, lungs, heart, stomach, intestines, 

kidneys and sex organs with their basic function. 

The activity is extended by asking students to work in pairs on the second part of the IWB 

activity. This time they have to place the same seven organ cliparts from the previous activity 

at the right position of a human figure outline.  

Indicate the position of the brain, lungs, heart, stomach, 

intestines, kidneys and sex organs on the human body. 

 

Collaborate with a classmate to finish a task assigned. 

http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Organ-donation/Pages/Paulsstory.aspx
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The students can evaluate their own work by checking how close they were in positioning each 

organ by matching their work with a poster of the human anatomy that the teacher can hang in 

class. 

Students can keep practicing and consolidate their learning using one of the animations/games 

below.  

http://sciencenetlinks.com/interactives/systems.html  

http://mt.yayoye.com/organ-transplant-2-online-game/19650/  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/body/interactives/3djigsaw_02/index.shtml?organs 

Other possible activities 

Students can be asked to make a very short presentation about one or two organs. They can 

present it to the rest of the class. 

To help students familiarise themselves with body organs they can be given line drawings to 

cut out and paste on a human body outline. 

 

Site visits related to the theme 

Mater Dei Hospital – talks about heart, kidneys and eye cornea transplants 

Talk from a member of Transplant Support Group 

 

Other websites 

http://www.healthline.com/human-body-maps#3/1  

 

 

 

 

http://sciencenetlinks.com/interactives/systems.html
http://mt.yayoye.com/organ-transplant-2-online-game/19650/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/body/interactives/3djigsaw_02/index.shtml?organs
http://www.healthline.com/human-body-maps#3/1
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Module 3:  Using the body safely 

 

Timeframe: 2 weeks (4 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

1. To instil in students a general appreciation of the link between unhealthy habits and their consequences. 

2. To provide students with the possibility of making informed choices with regards to their health. 

3. To make students experience simple scientific research. 

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

Starter suggestion 

 

Students are paired up for this activity where they are engaged in matching flashcards about 

bad behaviour (or habits) that can affect our health. Students match pictures that represent bad 

behaviour consequences (examples in the table below) with text that represents healthier 

behaviour. The teacher instructs the students to: (a) observe a picture (b) think about possible 

reasons why that could have happened (c) match the flashcard with the text that would have 

not lead to that consequence. 

 

Ideally the situations in the pictures should relate to issues faced by teenagers. The following 

are possible examples/ideas: 

 

Bad behaviour 

consequence 
Good behaviour Notes for the teacher 

 

Keep  

a  

sleep  

routine 

Going to bed at the same time every night 

helps the body expect sleep. Creating a set 

bedtime routine can enhance this 

relaxation effect. So unwind every night 

by reading, listening to music, spending 

time with a pet, and writing in a journal, 

or doing anything else that relaxes you. 

Work in pairs with a classmate. 

 

Appreciate that our behaviour can have an impact on our 

health. 

 

Mention examples of bad practices affecting teens’ health 

negatively. 

 

Suggest alternative behaviour practices to offset these 

negative health consequences. 
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Wear  

your  

backpack  

properly 

Backpacks help you stay organized. 

Backpacks are a better option than 

shoulder bags for carrying. Weight of the 

bag is evenly distributed across your 

body. The strongest muscles in the body 

— the back and the abdominal muscles — 

support the pack. But backpacks that are 

overloaded or not worn properly can 

make for some health problems. 

 

Avoid  

second-hand  

smoke 

 

Second-hand smoke contains thousands of 

toxic chemicals significantly increases a 

person's risk for: respiratory infections 

(like bronchitis and pneumonia); asthma 

(second-hand smoke is a risk factor for 

the development of asthma and can 

trigger attacks in those who already have 

it); coughing, sore throats, sniffling, and 

sneezing; cancer; heart disease; it can 

affect someone's sports performance or 

ability to be physically active. 

 

Wear  

glasses  

(as  

advised) 

 

If you need glasses or contact lenses, 

make sure you use them as advised. If you 

get contact lenses, follow your doctor's 

orders exactly when it comes to cleaning 

them, how many hours you can safely 

wear them. Eyes and vision are something 

no one wants to be without. To keep them 

working for you for many years to come, 

protect them now and take the best care of 

them that you can. 

 

Wash  

your  

hands 

 

Think about all of the things that we touch 

every day. Whatever we do, we come into 

contact with germs. So it's easy for germs 

on our hands to end up in our mouth By 

frequently washing our hands the right 

way, we’d wash away germs. 

http://kidshealth.org/teen/your_body/body_basics/bones_muscles_joints.html
http://kidshealth.org/teen/your_body/health_basics/care_about_germs.html
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Avoid  

unprofessional 

methods  

of  

body  

piercing 

 

If your parents agreed on your piercing 

then ensure that the person performing 

the piercing provides a safe, clean, and 

professional environment. The person 

performing the piercing gives you 

instructions on how to make sure your 

new piercing heals correctly and what to 

do if there is a problem. 

 

 

 

Teacher can elaborate by stimulating a class discussion using of the information in the ‘Notes 

for the teacher’ column. The teacher can ask students to come up with similar examples. The 

teacher should always elicit the organ (body part) being affected negatively by that behaviour.  

 

Main activity 

 

(If time permits, teachers can introduce this activity through the instructions in the square 

brackets. If no time, the teacher can have a ready-made question sheet and proceed to the 

survey itself) 

[Students will conduct research through a survey. A possible topic could be that of researching 

schoolmates’ behaviour related with the way they carry the school backpack.  

Teacher provides students with background information such as ideally the weight of the 

student’s backpack should never exceed more than 10 percent of his/her body weight.  

The teacher can guide the students by giving them a worksheet that they can fill in along the 

way. The first part should be asking the students to make a prediction about the trends related 

with proper/improper use of backpacks. The teacher can help the students to fill in the 

prediction in their worksheet.  

Students start working on the survey with the aim of challenge their prediction. Students are 

engaged in group discussions and brainstorm some questions that they can include in the 

survey.] 

Ideas for possible questions to include in the survey: 

 Do you use a backpack? 

 If not, what kind of bag do you use? 

 May I weigh you? 

 May I weigh your backpack? 

Engage in scientific thinking through basic research. 

 

Engage in class discussions. 

 

Conduct a survey. 

 

Exercise good manners and show respect while approaching 

schoolmates to ask them questions.  

 

Draw simple bar graphs. 

 

Create a simple educational leaflet/poster. 
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 Do you have any books that you do not need today in your backpack? 

 How do you wear you backpack? (They can have three pictures to show respondents –

one with backpack hanging off one shoulder, one with backpack hanging too low, and a 

third one worn properly.) 

 Same three pictures can be used to ask: How do you think you should wear the 

backpack to cause least damage to your back? 

 Do you suffer from any neck, shoulder or back pain? (again, including pictures can 

help both the students and respondents) 

 How did you choose your backpack? (options can be: style – comfort – durability – 

brand) 

 

The teacher can choose whether the class should pool all the results and compile one class 

report or let each group produce their own report. In any case the teacher will have to help the 

students by suggesting ways of presenting the results. For example axis for bar graphs can be 

given on the worksheet and the students are helped to draw and shade the columns. For the 

results analysis part the teacher can ask questions to guide the students such as: (a) which 

student form has the highest relative backpack weight? (b) is there a relationship between 

reported pain and relative backpack weight? For the conclusion of the report the teacher can 

prepare a number of probable and improbable conclusions and the students can circle the one 

which is the closest to the one their survey results lead to. The conclusion could lead to 

something more practical such as creating a leaflet/poster about proper use of backpack. 

Other possible activities 

 

An alternative/additional survey can be conducted about sleeping habits. (Research about time 

to bed; length of sleep; reasons for late night sleep etc). 

 

Site visits related to the theme 

 

Visit to the GU Clinic for a talk about sexual health 

Visit to Occupational Health & Safety Authority – talk to focus on body safe behaviour at 

work (like how to lift heavy objects, posture at the office desk, use of masks to avoid inhaling 

fumes etc) 

 

Other websites 

 

http://kidshealth.org/teen/  

http://ohsa.org.mt/Portals/0/docs/ohs_napo_05.pdf  

http://www.aboutkidshealth.ca/En/JustForKids/GamesGoodies/Pages/Quizzes.aspx  

 

http://kidshealth.org/teen/
http://ohsa.org.mt/Portals/0/docs/ohs_napo_05.pdf
http://www.aboutkidshealth.ca/En/JustForKids/GamesGoodies/Pages/Quizzes.aspx
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STRAND 2 – The Living World AREA – Body Function 

Knowledge  Skills  Competences 

Students are able to: 

 recognize that the human body needs food, water 

and air in order to function properly. 

 recognize that solid food needs to be turned to liquid 

before it can be carried by the blood to other parts of 

the body. 

Students are able to: 

 describe the heart as an organ which beats in 

order to pump blood around the body. 

 describe the process of converting solid 

food to liquid which starts in the mouth, as a 

result of the secretion of saliva. 

Students are able to: 

 recognize the importance of healthy food, 

clean water and unpolluted air. 

 recognize that blood circulation is 

necessary to carry food, water and air to all 

parts of the body. 

Key Words Points to note Resources 

 

Fruit, vegetables, junk food, 

fresh air, water, food, 

pollution, cigarette smoke, fat, 

mouth, stomach, small 

intestine, digestive system, 

heart, blood, blood vessels, 

lungs 

At level 1, students should attain basic knowledge of scientific 

facts that relate to their immediate environment, which will help 

them improve their quality of life. Knowledge of matter implies 

knowledge of materials that are used in everyday life such at 

home and in the workplace.  

 

Emphasis at this level should be on oral communication, so the 

use of digital means to collect evidence of learning would be 

advisable. Thus assessment should be mainly formative, and the 

use of evidence gathering techniques such as checklists for 

assessing practical tasks, mini-whiteboards, student mini-

presentations and traffic lights could help the teacher (and the 

students themselves) evaluate their students’ attainment of the 

objectives. Such formative assessment should be reflected upon 

by the teacher in order to adapt his/ her teaching methods to 

address better the situation of the particular group of students.  

 

The teacher should feel free to alter the suggested activities or 

omit some to include others of his/ her own devising, if these 

would be better suited to address the needs of his/ her particular 

learners.  

The evidence of the students’ learning should be recorded and 

kept so that a ‘profile of achievement’ of each student is 

constructed, that clearly indicates the learning pattern of the child. 

Each practical activity itself provides an opportunity to measure 

student learning.  

 

Materials: 

 IWB / Computer Lab 

 Respective Video clips 

 pictures of different foods, drinks and environments 

 Packets of cheese crackers; water biscuits; rice 

crackers; saltine crackers 

 Garlic, olive, salted crackers 

 Worksheets with instructions 

 Flashcards (food stages) 

 Chart (digestive system) 

 Flashcards (digestive system organs) 

 Stopwatch 

 Pig’s heart 

 Dissection Set 

 Poster blood circulation  

 Worksheet (food, water, air) 

 Flashcards (trail of an air particle) 
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Module 1: Body Basic Needs 
 

Timeframe: 1 week (2 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

1. To provide students with an understanding that water, air and food are the most important body needs. 

2. To provide students with the possibility of making informed choices in relation to these basic body needs. 

3. To familiarise students with nutritional facts tables. 

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

Starter suggestion 

(If time, teachers can introduce this activity through the instructions in the square brackets. If 

no time, the teacher can start from the flashcards activity below) 

[Students are engaged in an IWB activity. Alternatively the activity can be done in groups in a 

computer lab on a number of pc’s. A good activity example could be: 

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/gamesactivities/healthgrowth.html.  If this link is used, adding a 

complementary activity might be necessary, since this game does not mention the need for air. 

An idea could be showing students a short video clip about diving (such as 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5JaFtYb3-c). Students can be asked to make observations, 

discuss what special equipment was required underwater that scuba divers couldn’t have done 

without and discuss why scuba divers (like any other human) do not need this equipment out of 

the water. The teacher can guide the students by asking questions such as: (a) for how much 

time can we survive without this equipment underwater? (b) therefore, how important is air for 

our body? 

Teacher should summarise the main points elicited from the activities above and confirm air, 

water and food as the 3 basic needs for humans.] 

Students will explore which type of food, drink and air is best for the human body. Students 

are given pictures of different foods, drinks and environments. The task is for students to 

choose their lunch and where to eat it. Students are engaged in groups to discuss their options. 

There can be more than one good or bad option. The teacher can then facilitate a discussion 

Use an interactive activity on a computer or IWB 

 

Mention air, water and food as the 3 basic needs for humans. 

 

Choose between good and bad options for air, water and 

food. 

 

Identify reasons why some of these options are good or bad 

for our health. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/gamesactivities/healthgrowth.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5JaFtYb3-c
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using prompts arising from the student’s choices. Students themselves are made to elaborate on 

possible reasons why certain options might not be ideal. Example of the pictures to present the 

students with could be: 

Food Drink Place (air quality) 
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Points that the teacher must elicit from the discussion must include: the importance of fruit and 

vegetables; harmful effects of junk food; why too much sweets are bad for one’s health; tap 

water drinking dilemma; when is it good to have an energy drink?; harmful effects of soft 

drinks; why too many coffees are bad; the importance of fresh air; the importance of an airy 

environment at home; discuss air pollution; and avoiding second-hand smoke. 

Main Activity 

 

The next activity, focusing on healthy food options, is about The Nutrition Facts table.  

Students are presented with the harmful effects of fats to our body. A good option would to 

show them this video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTzxaUb-xb0, adapted in the 

following ways: (a) start video at 22 seconds; (b) mute the video and talk over it instead; (c) 

stop video at 1min and ask students to predict what is likely to happen next (d) finish off by 

playing the next 13 seconds of the video which should be stopped here. 

Recognise fat as a food substance to be included in our diet 

with limited amounts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTzxaUb-xb0
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Present students with 4 different types of crackers: cheese crackers; water biscuits; rice 

crackers; saltine crackers. The students are to find out which cracker has the highest risk of 

causing blockage as shown in the video. 

 

The teacher shows the nutritional facts table on the 4 packets. Without getting into too much 

detail, the teacher can tell the students that all food contains a variety of substances and these 

substances are listed in the nutritional facts table. The teacher can refer to the most familiar 

terms such as sugar, vitamins, salt and include fats. The teacher should point at the columns 

showing (a) nutritional information per 100g and (b) nutritional information per cracker (or per 

portion). In groups of three, students are to discuss which column they should consider for 

them to compare the crackers. Depending on how receptive the students are, the teacher might 

want to elaborate on the concept of fair testing by giving a couple of examples.  

 

Next the teacher should check whether the students know how to write the word ‘fat’ and make 

sure they are able to recognise it in the nutritional fact table. The class is then divided into 

groups for the next task. Students have to look at the nutritional facts tables on the four packets 

and put the crackers in order starting from the most dangerous to our body going down to the 

healthiest.  

 

The conclusion should answer the initial question: Which cracker has the highest risk of 

causing blockage as shown in the video? The teacher can add a concept check question such 

as: Which cracker should you get for lunch?  

 

Choose the best food option by looking at the nutritional 

facts table.  

 

Apply the concept of fair testing in simple scientific 

investigations. 

Other possible activities 

 

Assist your students to organise a fund-raising activity similar to 

http://thewaterproject.org/thewaterchallenge.php. 

 

 

 

Site visits related to the theme 

 

Water Services Corporation (Lab at Luqa Head Office or Ta Kandja or Pembroke RO)   

Malta Dairy Product 

Bakery 

 

 

 

 

http://thewaterproject.org/thewaterchallenge.php
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Other websites 

 

http://www.nourishinteractive.com/kids/healthy-games/7-ride-the-food-label-game-nutrient-

information  

http://www.readwritethink.org/parent-afterschool-resources/activities-projects/what-this-

investigating-nutrition-30294.html  

http://kidshealth.org/kid/stay_healthy/food/labels.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nourishinteractive.com/kids/healthy-games/7-ride-the-food-label-game-nutrient-information
http://www.nourishinteractive.com/kids/healthy-games/7-ride-the-food-label-game-nutrient-information
http://www.readwritethink.org/parent-afterschool-resources/activities-projects/what-this-investigating-nutrition-30294.html
http://www.readwritethink.org/parent-afterschool-resources/activities-projects/what-this-investigating-nutrition-30294.html
http://kidshealth.org/kid/stay_healthy/food/labels.html
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Module 2: Turning solid food into liquid 
 

Timeframe: 1 ½ weeks (3 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

1. To familiarise students with the parts of the digestive system. 

2. To provide students with an understanding of the function of the digestive system. 

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

Starter suggestion 

This starter suggestion focuses on the mouth. Students are given a set of 3 crackers with 

different flavours each (eg: garlic, olive, salted). The flavours would be unknown to the 

student. (Using crisps of different flavours is another possibility but the teacher should 

highlight the fact that this is an unhealthy option.) The activity can be turned into a 

competition, by asking the students to taste all crackers and guess the flavour of each. The 

group that guesses all the flavours of the crackers is the winner.  

Students are handed a set of picture-aided questions and instructions. Questions and 

instructions can include: 

(Suggestion: With a small class the teacher can give instructions orally instead of handing out 

printed instructions.) 

1. Choose a cracker. Take a couple of bites. Chew but DO NOT SWALLOW! Think 

about the texture and flavor of the cracker. 

2. Chew for 30 seconds more. Just before swallowing think about the texture and flavour 

again. What happened to the texture and flavour of the cracker during those 30 seconds? 

3. Describe (if possible in writing) the cracker’s texture and flavour at the beginning and 

the end of the chewing process. 

4. Name the part of the mouth that helped you guess the flavour. 

Understand what happens to food in the mouth. 
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5. Explain the role of your teeth during those 30 seconds. 

6. Explain the role of saliva during those 30 seconds. 

7. What’s wrong with swallowing the whole cracker straightaway? 

Main activity 

Students are engaged into the main part of the lesson through a video about the digestive 

system.  The video should be more about the journey of food rather than enzyme and system 

structure details. Two suitable examples are: 

http://kidshealth.org/kid/closet/movies/DSmovie.html?tracking=59983_H 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZYahbkPwIg. 

 

The teacher can link with the starter activity by simply saying that just like food is broken 

down in the mouth it is broken down even further along a long tube of varying width called the 

digestive system.  

Students are given flashcards showing different stages of some food: (a) whole sandwich; (b) 

small sandwich bites; (c) food bolus; (d) smaller food pieces; (e) watery medium with tiny 

separate food molecules. Students work in groups to put them in order starting from the 

biggest going down to the smallest particles.  

Next, students are given a chart showing the digestive system. Around the digestive system 

outline there should be a space (box) to indicate that a flashcard can be stuck in that place. The 

students are asked to stick the various food stages on the chart by matching them to a part of 

the digestive system. The locations for the flashcards should be (a) just outside the mouth; (b) 

inside the mouth; (c) gullet; (d) stomach and (e) small intestine. 

Finally, students will be given 3 flashcards with the names of 3 parts of the digestive system - 

mouth (halq), stomach (stonku) and intestine (musrana). The organ names on the flashcards 

should be written in both Maltese and English. 

Recall that food will be broken down into small pieces until 

it becomes almost liquid inside the digestive system. 

 

Label the mouth, stomach and small intestine on a diagram of 

the digestive system. 

 

Work in groups in an investigation. 

 

Follow instructions during an investigation. 

Other possible activities 

The teacher can use the digestive system tunic to show the position of the various parts of the 
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digestive system. 

Site visits related to the theme 

Health promotion Unit – talk about healthy eating 

 

Other websites 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_554219&feature=iv&src_vid=Pbe

LZwqSrgE&v=eKaBQrFdNtw 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_554219&feature=iv&src_vid=PbeLZwqSrgE&v=eKaBQrFdNtw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_554219&feature=iv&src_vid=PbeLZwqSrgE&v=eKaBQrFdNtw
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Module 3:  Heart and Blood 

 

Timeframe: 2 weeks (4 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

1. To make students familiar with the position of the heart. 

2. To provide students with an understanding of the function of the heart. 

3. To make students aware of the kind of substances that can be transported in the blood. 

4. To provide students with an understanding of the functions of the circulatory system. 

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

Starter suggestion 

 

Students are asked to point at the position of their heart on their body. If necessary the position 

is corrected by the teacher. Students are then asked to place their hand on their heart and to 

remain silent in that position for 30 to 60 seconds. Students describe what they felt to the rest 

of the class. The teacher elicits that while the heart has a fixed location there must be some sort 

of movement going on.   

Point at the position of the heart on the body. 

Main activity 

 

The teacher will demonstrate dissection of the heart. Students are asked to look closely at the 

dissected heart. No focus on the names of the various chambers or blood vessels is required. 

The focus should revolve around an understanding of how the heart acts as a pump.  

 

With the students the teacher will elaborate by asking the following questions: (a) What is the 

liquid that the heart is pumping around the body called? (b) Through what does this liquid 

travel around our body? The teacher will elicit blood and blood vessels from the students. The 

teacher can show some of the blood vessels on the dissected heart and will explain how these 

branch out to reach all parts of the body.   

 

The students are shown a poster such as the one at this link to show how blood is entering the 

heart twice every cycle. (focusing on the technical terms is not necessary) 

http://www.heart.org/idc/groups/heartpublic/@wcm/@fdr/documents/downloadable/ucm_447

577.pdf  

An animation such as the one at http://library.thinkquest.org/25896/sub_heart/action.htm can 

be shown to the students to consolidate the concept of the heart as a pumping organ. 

Recall that the heart acts as a pump that circulates blood 

around the body. 

 

Describe how blood reaches all parts of the body through a 

network of blood vessels. 

http://www.heart.org/idc/groups/heartpublic/@wcm/@fdr/documents/downloadable/ucm_447577.pdf
http://www.heart.org/idc/groups/heartpublic/@wcm/@fdr/documents/downloadable/ucm_447577.pdf
http://library.thinkquest.org/25896/sub_heart/action.htm
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Engage students in a discussion with this analogy.  

 

You are at point ‘A’ with a ball that has to be given back to a girl at point ‘B’. How can you 

give it back to her? 

 
 

The teacher explains that our body does exactly the same thing and that anything that needs to 

be carried around in our body is passed on to the blood first. This would be transported around 

the body to the required destination. 

 

The teacher links the basic needs of the human body with their need to be transported to 

different parts of the body. Students are then engaged in the following matching exercise: 

 

Food, water and air travel through the blood. 

 

Air (oxygen) travels: 

From  To 

  Kidney      

 

 Intestines   

Recall that substances are transported through the blood. 

 

Name the location from where oxygen, water and food enter 

the blood. 

 

Work in pairs on a common task. 
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  Lungs     

B 

L 

O 

O 

D 
 Sex organs   

Stomach     

 

 All the body  

 

 

Food & water travel: 

From  To 

  Intestines     

 

 All the body  

  Brain    

B 

L 

O 

O 

D  Kidney   

 Heart     

 

 Lungs   

 

The teacher can use this exercise to revise the main body organs.  
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The teacher recaps the last part of the lesson through an activity about the trail of an air 

particle. Students are given a set of flashcards (words and pictures) which they have to put the 

correct order. Flashcards should include: (a) ‘air particle entering nose’, (b) ‘air particle in the 

lungs’, (c) ‘air particle in the blood’ and (d) ‘air particle entering a muscle’. Students can work 

in pairs. The teacher can present a diagram on the board for them to evaluate their own work.   

Describe the trail of an air particle around the body. 

Other possible activities 

 

Introduce the concept of waste removal with special focus on carbon dioxide. 

 

 

Site visits related to the theme 

 

National Blood Transfusion Centre 

 

 

Other websites 

 

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/gamesactivities/keephealthy.html 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l44oNfxmIns  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABTvNR59K5Q  

http://library.thinkquest.org/25896/sub_heart/action.htm  

http://www.aboutkidshealth.ca/En/JustForKids/Body/Pages/Heart.aspx  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/gamesactivities/keephealthy.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l44oNfxmIns
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABTvNR59K5Q
http://library.thinkquest.org/25896/sub_heart/action.htm
http://www.aboutkidshealth.ca/En/JustForKids/Body/Pages/Heart.aspx
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STRAND 2 – The Living World AREA – Cells 

Knowledge  Skills  Competences 

Students are able to: 

 recognize the cell as the basic unit of life. 

 recall that the body consists of many different types 

of cells. 

Students are able to: 

 state that cells can vary in size, from a hen’s 

egg to microscopic forms, and that cells are 

made of a central nucleus, in which the 

genetic material is contained. 

Students are able to: 

 identify cells of different sizes, from a 

hen’s egg to microscopic forms and recall 

that cells are made of a central nucleus, in 

which the genetic material is contained. 

Key Words Points to note Resources 

 

Microscope, cells, cell 

membrane, cytoplasm, 

nucleus, DNA, cell 

specialisation. 

At level 1, students should attain basic knowledge of scientific 

facts that relate to their immediate environment, which will help 

them improve their quality of life. Knowledge of matter implies 

knowledge of materials that are used in everyday life such at 

home and in the workplace.  

 

Emphasis at this level should be on oral communication, so the 

use of digital means to collect evidence of learning would be 

advisable. Thus assessment should be mainly formative, and the 

use of evidence gathering techniques such as checklists for 

assessing practical tasks, mini-whiteboards, student mini-

presentations and traffic lights could help the teacher (and the 

students themselves) evaluate their students’ attainment of the 

objectives. Such formative assessment should be reflected upon 

by the teacher in order to adapt his/ her teaching methods to 

address better the situation of the particular group of students.  

 

The teacher should feel free to alter the suggested activities or 

omit some to include others of his/ her own devising, if these 

would be better suited to address the needs of his/ her particular 

learners.  

The evidence of the students’ learning should be recorded and 

kept so that a ‘profile of achievement’ of each student is 

constructed, that clearly indicates the learning pattern of the child. 

Each practical activity itself provides an opportunity to measure 

student learning.  

 

 

 

Materials: 

 Respective video clips 

 Pictures of everyday objects as seen under 

microscope 

 Light Microscope 

 Transparent ruler 

 Human tissue slide 

 Worksheet (simplified animal cell) 

 Digital Microscope 

 PC with Microsoft Office 

 Flashcards (specialised human cells) 

 Flashcards (functions of sp. human cells) 

 Children’s building blocks 
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Module 1: Cells as basic units of life 
 

Timeframe: 1 ½ weeks (3 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

1. To instruct students how to us a microscope. 

2. To provide students with an understanding that all living things are made up of cells. 

3. To provide students with the ability to identify cells under a microscope. 

4. To familiarise students with biological diagrams.  

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

Starter suggestion 

Students are engaged in observing pictures of everyday objects as seen under a microscope.  

Teacher can present the task with flash-cards or on lab pc’s. Students are given pictures and 

words they have to match to each other. Examples can be found at: 

http://www.danoah.com/35-everyday-things-made-so-insanely-cool-under-a-microscope  

Teacher checks which group got the highest number of correct answers. The point to drive 

home is that our eyes are limited when it comes to seeing very small objects and that a 

microscope helps us to see things in greater detail. 

Understand the limitations of the human eye when observing 

very small objects. 

Main activity 

 

Students are divided in pairs. Each group is given a microscope and a transparent ruler. The 

teacher gives oral instructions to guide the students to perform the following tasks: 

a. Obtain a sharp image of the ruler’s edge under low power. 

b. Count the number of mm markings they can see under the low power lens. 

c. Count the number of mm markings they can see under the high power lens.  

d. Draw conclusions about the usefulness of the light microscope. 

Use a microscope to obtain a sharp magnified image. 

Teacher raises the following question: ‘What if we had to see parts of our body under a 

microscope?’ Students are divided in pairs. Teacher assigns a microscope and a prepared slide 

of human tissue (ideally simple epithelial tissue) to each group. The teacher provides 

instructions orally so that students use the microscope effectively. Students are asked to draw 

their observations. The teacher explains that those boxes (or circles) are called cells and that 

Report their observations using drawings. 

 

Identify cells making up a tissue section. 

 

Recall that all living things are made up of cells. 

http://www.danoah.com/35-everyday-things-made-so-insanely-cool-under-a-microscope
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all parts of the body are made up of them. The teacher can draw the analogy of a football pitch 

as seen from an aeroplane that is seen to be made up of single grass blades when looked at 

closely. (Alternatively an analogy of wall that is made up of single bricks). 

Other possible activities 

 

Students can observe cork under a microscope. 

Students can be engaged in making their own simple microscope slides. 

 

 

Site visits related to the theme 

 

Pathology Dept- Mater Dei 

 

Other websites 

 

http://www.hometrainingtools.com/microscope-experiments/a/1239/ 

http://www.danoah.com/35-everyday-things-made-so-insanely-cool-under-a-microscope  

http://www.cas.miamioh.edu/mbi-ws/microscopes/drymount.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hometrainingtools.com/microscope-experiments/a/1239/
http://www.danoah.com/35-everyday-things-made-so-insanely-cool-under-a-microscope
http://www.cas.miamioh.edu/mbi-ws/microscopes/drymount.html
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Module 2: Organelles 
 

Timeframe: 1 ½ weeks (3 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

1. To familiarise students with the main structures and functions of a cell. 

2. To provide students with the ability to identify the cell membrane, nucleus and cytoplasm on a cell. 

  

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

Starter suggestion 

Students are shown the animation below until the part about multicellular organisms starts.   

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/science/organisms_behaviour_health/cells_systems/activity/   

Teacher recaps that there are 3 main structures we have to be on the lookout for when 

observing cells: cell membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus. 

Name the cell membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus as the 3 

main structures of a cell. 

Main activity 

Students are handed a worksheet with a diagram of a simplified animal cell. The diagram is 

surrounded by 3 boxes with the following text: 

 

a. CELL MEMBRANE – the structure that surrounds the cell keeping its contents in 

place. 

b. CYTOPLASM - the fluid inside the cell that surrounds all other structures.  

c. NUCLEUS – the structure that controls the major functions of the cell. 

 

Students are engaged into choosing the correct label for each organelle. They are to choose the 

box with the name and function of each organelle and draw a line linking the box with the 

organelle. 

Label the cell membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus on a 

diagram of a typical animal cell. 

Students go to the microscope. This time they are to use the digital microscope where they 

look at prepared stained epithelial tissue. With the help of the microscope software the 

students take a snapshot of the cells at high power. The students are assisted to transfer the 

picture onto a power point slide (or word document) and are asked to label the cell membrane, 

Identify the cell membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus on a cell 

seen under a light microscope. 

 

Draw a diagram of a typical cell including labels of the cell 

membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus.  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/science/organisms_behaviour_health/cells_systems/activity/
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cytoplasm and the nucleus on the picture. 

The teacher explains the difference between a photo and a diagram. Then she/he can pass 

some tips on how to draw a biology diagram neatly. 

 

Use a microscope to look at a prepared stained cell. 

 

Use basic computer software. 

The teacher elaborates on the function of each organelle. Starting by correcting the two tasks 

above the teacher will elicit and elaborate the organelle functions as follows: 

a. CELL MEMBRANE – the teacher adds that this structure chooses what can enter and what 

cannot. 

b. CYTOPLASM – the teacher adds that this fluid supports and protects the other cell 

organelles. 

c. NUCLEUS – the teacher adds that this structure contains the DNA a chemical that controls 

cell’s looks and functions. 

Recall the respective functions of the cell membrane, 

cytoplasm and the nucleus. 

Other possible activities 

Building a cell using clay (play dough) 

 

Site visits related to the theme 

Laboratory services (Mater Dei) 

 

Other websites 

http://www.harcourtschool.com/activity/cell/cell.html  

http://www.biology4kids.com/files/cell_main.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.harcourtschool.com/activity/cell/cell.html
http://www.biology4kids.com/files/cell_main.html
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Module 3:  Cell Specialisation 

 

Timeframe: 1 ½ weeks (3 lessons) 

 

Teaching Objectives: 

1. To provide students with an understanding of relative sizes of different cells. 

2. To provide students a general understanding that cells can have different structures and respective functions. 

3. To provide the students with an appreciation of the importance of the DNA in the formation of cells. 

4. To provide an basic understanding of DNA coding. 

 

Suggested Activities: 

 

Learning Outcomes for students 

Starter suggestion 

 

The teacher shows the following animation on the interactive whiteboard: 

http://www.cellsalive.com/howbig.htm Random students are asked to slide the arrow and 

increase the magnification of the image. From this part of the lesson the teacher should elicit 

the following points: 

a. Compare the average size of a cell to that of the human hair and the nail. 

b. Point out that cells can be of different sizes and can look very different from each other. 

 

Compare the size of a nail, the human hair and cells. 

Recognise that cells can be of different shapes and sizes. 

Main activity 

 

Students are divided in groups. They are presented with four different diagrams of human 

body cells. Examples of such body cells could be a sperm, muscle cell, nerve cell and a white 

blood cell. Examples of suitable pictures can be seen below: 

 

sperm Muscle cell 

 

 
neurone White blood cell 

Relate cell structure to a possible function. 

http://www.cellsalive.com/howbig.htm
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Students are asked to find some features that are common and some features which are 

different across the 4 pictures. After giving the students enough time to discuss their 

observations the teacher can facilitate a class discussion by collating feedback from the various 

groups. Some points that can be elicited from the discussion or added by the teacher include: 

 

1. All have a nucleus, cell membrane and cytoplasm. 

2. The sperm has a relatively long tail-like structure. 

3. The muscle cells have an elongated shape. 

4. Nerve cells have long thread-like structures. 

5. The white blood cell has a relatively big nucleus. 

 

Focus can now shift on the function of each cell. The teacher can prepare a set of flash cards 

suggesting possible functions of each cell. Text for the 4 flash cards can read (teacher might 

opt for text in Maltese): 

 

1. Cell has to swim to go to a different place.  

2. Cells have to slide towards and away from each other. 

3. Cell has to connect with many other cells. 

4. Many different chemicals have to be produced by the nucleus. 

 

Students will work in groups to try to guess to which cell the flash-card is referring to. The 

teacher elicits the importance of having cells performing different functions to have a 

multicellular organism. The most important point is for the students to understand that specific 

functions require specific adaptations. The cells, adaptations and functions above should only 

serve as examples. 
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How does the cell grow into a specific shape and grow specific structures? The teacher should 

refer back to the nucleus. Ask the students to recall the function of the nucleus.  

1. Controls the cell. 

2. Contains structures called DNA. 

 

The teacher explains that the DNA within the nucleus has written on it all the necessary 

instructions to build the cell in a specific way. 

 

The students are divided into groups and are given Lego blocks. First each group is given 30 

blocks of similar size and colour. Each group is asked to build a tower 10 blocks high. Groups 

will take time to have a look at each other’s tower. The fact that all the towers look exactly the 

same should be noted. In the second part of the activity each group will have 30 blocks of the 

same size but in 4 different colours. Each group is asked to build a tower 10 blocks high again. 

Groups will show their tower to the rest of the class. This time round it should be noted that 

each tower is different. The teacher draws the analogy with the DNA. Each tower is a DNA 

that builds the cell in a specific way. A different lego tower (DNA strand) would lead to the 

build-up of a different cell. 

Explain the role of the DNA in the formation of different 

cells with specific functions. 

 

Appreciate how basic DNA coding works. 

Other possible activities 

 

Alternative starter suggestion: Students are divided into groups. Each group is given a set of 

flash-cards. The cards include a sperm cell, a muscle cell, a nerve cell and a white blood cell. 

Task is to put the cells in order according of size. Students check whether they are correct 

about the order by going to the IWB and move the slider on the activity below:  

 

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/begin/cells/scale/  

 

 

 

Site visits related to the theme 

 

Laboratory services Mater Dei  

 

Other websites 

 

http://tfscientist.hubpages.com/hub/explaining-dna-to-a-six-year-old 

http://resources.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/revision/science/living/humanbody.html  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8uXewS9dJU#t=53 

http://www.cellsalive.com/  

 

 

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/begin/cells/scale/
http://tfscientist.hubpages.com/hub/explaining-dna-to-a-six-year-old
http://resources.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/revision/science/living/humanbody.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8uXewS9dJU#t=53
http://www.cellsalive.com/
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STRAND 3 – The World of Technology AREA – Efficiency and Cost-Effectiveness 
Knowledge Skills Competences 

Students are able to: 

 Recall the need to follow a sequence of 

tasks for efficiency and cost-effectiveness 

 Recall and describe energy-saving 

measures 

Students are able to: 

 Follow a proper sequence of tasks 

efficiently and cost effectively 

 Follow instructions regarding energy saving 

measures 

 Use energy sources and devices safely 

Students are able to: 

 Complete tasks efficiently and cost-

effectively under supervision 

 Use energy saving measures appropriately 

 Use energy sources and devices safely 

and economically 

Keywords Points to note Resources 

research, specifications, 

ideas, development, 

planning, making, 

testing, evaluating 

 

Energy sources, 

renewable, non-

renewable, energy 

saving, efficiency, cost-

effectiveness 

 

The guidelines given in the first year of this programme are still applicable for 

the second year.  Emphasis should remain on applying knowledge and 

understanding of technological concepts to solve situations which are familiar 

to the students.   

 

Suggested activities can be adapted to suit the interests of particular cohorts; 

however these shall still aim towards achieving the stated skills and 

competences.  Whenever possible, these assignments are to be linked to topics 

covered in the other two areas of this programme.  Group work is encouraged 

especially when projects require a certain amount and level of work. 

 

One of the projects completed during this year should involve electronics and 

another should make use of some kind of renewable source. Certain projects 

or tasks could be linked with Ekoskola activities held in schools.  

(http://www.ekoskola.org.mt/) 

 

Health and safety should remain a priority during all lessons.  All electronic 

projects should make use of low-voltage power supplies. 

 

Power sources such as wind turbines, 

photovoltaic cells, mains power 

supplies, batteries (primary/secondary), 

etc. 

 

Low-voltage electronic components: 

switches (SPST, SPDT, push-to-make, 

push-to-break,  toggle, slide, rocker, 

reed, tilt); light bulbs; motors; buzzers 

 

Materials, tools and equipment needed 

to complete the focus tasks and artefacts 

 

Measuring instruments 

 

Access to the internet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ekoskola.org.mt/
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TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS 

 

Teaching Objectives Learning Outcomes 

Teacher will provide opportunities for students to 

learn: 

 about different sources of energy 

 how to make use of different energy sources 

 about different measures by which to save energy 

and water 

 about the three main stages of an open-loop 

system 

 about the use of graphical symbols in technical 

drawings 

 how to use materials, tools and equipment safely 

and effectively under supervision 

 how to produce simple low-voltage electronic 

circuits 

 how to perform simple tests on a product 

Students will be able to: 

 describe a number of energy sources and categorise them as renewable and non-

renewable 

 use at least one renewable source to produce energy 

 recall and practice different methods to save energy and water at home and at 

school 

 identify and name the input, process and output components in a simple low-

voltage electronic system 

 understand a simple electronic circuit diagrams 

 handle materials, tools and equipment under supervision to produce artefacts in a 

safe and effective manner 

 construct simple low-voltage electronic circuits using soft soldering 

 test a finished artefact against functionality and efficiency 

 

Possible Situations & related Design Briefs: 

 

SITUATION DESIGN BRIEF 

A particular farm is not connected to the electricity grid but still needs power to 

switch on the irrigation and lighting system.  You were asked to model a 

solution for this farmer. 

Design and make a model which generates power for a farm 

from a renewable source. 

The school is organizing a competitive race for wind-powered model vehicles 

designed by students and you would like to participate. 

Design and make a wind-powered model vehicle for a race 

organized by the school. 

In order to reduce the amount of water used in your garden, you decided to 

create a device which signals that your plants need watering because the soil is 

dry. 

Design and make a device which signals that the soil is dry. 

Your parents frequently forget to switch off the lighting of your garage when 

they lock it up.  It would be ideal to find a system which switches off the 

lighting of the garage when both the front and back doors are closed. 

Design and make a model of a system which switches off the 

lighting of a garage when both front and back doors are closed. 

Your younger sibling is learning about the human body and you decided to 

develop an interactive chart which teaches the positioning of certain organs in 

Design and make an educational game which switches on an 

output when a number of human organs are placed correctly on a 
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the body.  When all the organs are placed correctly, the game will generate an 

output. 

chart. 

Many Maltese children are overweight because of lack of exercise.   A piece of 

attractive exercise equipment could encourage children to increase their 

physical activity. 

Design and make a piece of exercise equipment which 

encourages children to increase physical activity. 

 

Suggested Activities 

 

1. Students are provided with pictures of several systems that need different sources of energy to function, for example: gas cooker, mobile phone, oil lamp, 

television, motor vehicle, sailing boat, wooden fireplace, solar water heater, etc.  After a brief analysis on how these objects work, and from where they 

obtain the energy they need, which can be done in block-diagram form, students can try to divide these objects under two categories: those that work with 

renewable sources and those that work with non-renewable sources.   

 

2. Student can visit a power station, the roof of the school if it is equipped with photo-voltaic systems/solar-water heaters, a windmill or a farm which uses a 

wind-powered water pump to analyse these systems.  An engineer or technician can be invited during the lesson to explain how these systems work, any 

effects these have on the environment and any actions taken to increase their efficiency.  Teachers can use the following links, where there are also a 

couple of interactive activities: 

http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=kids.kids_index  

http://www.eia.gov/kids/index.cfm 

http://eschooltoday.com/pollution/air-pollution/what-is-air-pollution.html 

 

3. Students are shown how to read the electricity and water meters.  They will take readings at home or at school for some consecutive days and then plot a 

bar chart to compare results.  A discussion on how to save energy and water at home and at school shall follow.  Students will follow such practices during 

project making.  Student will draw a chart to explain how to save energy in the workshop.  The following links can be helpful: 

http://www.ecokids.ca/PUB/eco_info/topics/energy/energy_efficient/index.cfm 

http://www.edfenergy.com/products-services/for-your-home/documents/energy-efficiency.pdf 

https://www.enemalta.com.mt/index.aspx?cat=5&art=21&art1=73 

 

4. A batch of several materials will be distributed in class for students to test for electrical conductivity.  Students will be presented with several electronic 

products used in everyday life.  Students shall elicit that these products make use of both conductive and insulator material and use either mains supply or 

batteries.  Teacher shall explain that current as a flow on electrons and emphasis on the difference in voltages in domestic a.c. and d.c supplies and related 

safety precautions.  Students will make a list of other appliances which make use of either supply. 

http://kids.britannica.com/lm/animations/oaltern001d4/product.html 

http://www.fplsafetyworld.com/?ver=kkblue&utilid=fplforkids&id=16184 

Students will be presented with several types of batteries and analyse their characteristics (voltage/dimensions/etc.).  A multimeter/voltmeter can be 

introduced to measure voltage. 

http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=kids.kids_index
http://www.eia.gov/kids/index.cfm
http://eschooltoday.com/pollution/air-pollution/what-is-air-pollution.html
http://www.ecokids.ca/PUB/eco_info/topics/energy/energy_efficient/index.cfm
http://www.edfenergy.com/products-services/for-your-home/documents/energy-efficiency.pdf
https://www.enemalta.com.mt/index.aspx?cat=5&art=21&art1=73
http://kids.britannica.com/lm/animations/oaltern001d4/product.html
http://www.fplsafetyworld.com/?ver=kkblue&utilid=fplforkids&id=16184
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5. Teacher will explain that for current to flow like water from a tap, there has to be a closed circuit and that circuit continuity can be controlled by switches.  

Students will build their own switch using pins, paper clips, metal foil, etc.  Students will then be given several switches to analyse their operation. 

6. Energy stored in the batteries can be converted to light, sound or movement by particular output components.  These components can be tackled and tested 

during several focus tasks. 

Light bulb: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmyGKIprpBQ 

Buzzer: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3fvpIan5x4  

D.C. motor: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=it_Z7NdKgmY  

 

Research 

7. Students are given ready-made artefacts or pictures of existing artefacts related to the chosen brief.  They identify what happens at the different stages of 

the system, i.e.: the input, process and output stages and report them in block-diagram form.  Students will also name the component/s present at each 

stage.  

 

Ideas & Development 

8. Students will draw block diagrams to explain how their system will work.  They will point out which electrical/mechanical components in needed to fulfil 

the functions of each stage.  Teacher will present the actual complete system or a model of it which student shall draw on their folios.  In case of electronic 

systems, the students will also draw a schematic diagram using symbols. 

 

9. Students draw annotated sketches of the casing/base when such part is necessary. 

 

Planning & Making 

10. Students suggest ways how to reduce energy/materials when making the artefact.  Teacher explains the work plan to be followed for making the system 

while students suggest suitable tools which should be used and point out the safety hazards and suggest precautions. 

 

11. Students follow the work plan and safety precautions to produce their artefact.  If students will apply a manufacturing process, such as soft soldering, for 

the first time, it is suggested that a focus task is performed before constructing the actual system. 

 

Testing & Evaluation 

12. Teacher suggests particular tests for functionality and efficiency which all students shall perform.  Students test their artefacts and report results.  Students 

verbally evaluate results of tests and suggest any possible modifications.  They also evaluate their design and practical work. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmyGKIprpBQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3fvpIan5x4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=it_Z7NdKgmY
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Assessment Method 

The Science Technology Core Curriculum Programme assessment includes a portfolio and an end-of-year summative task.  The portfolio is allocated 70% 

while the end-of-year task is allotted 30%. 

Summative task 

An end-of year summative task will take the form of a paper and pen test including a range of select type response tasks (e.g. multiple choice, true/false, fill in 

type questions).  The paper shall be centrally set from the CM and will gauge students’ knowledge, skills and competences from the three strands in an equal 

proportion. Samples of select-response type questions from the three strands are included in appendix 1. 

Portfolio Assessment 

Cross-disciplined Portfolio 

This type of portfolio includes collections of work from Science and D & T.   The Portfolio is compiled over the course of a scholastic year. The aim of this 

type of portfolio is to capture the individual student’s developmental changes. 

The Portfolio may include: 

 written materials – handouts, student logs, sketches, simple lab reports, basic research. 

 Video of presentations 

 Photographs – interim stages, a final record of product 

 Student reflections 

 Measures of achievement/performance records. 

 

The portfolio should be developed on the principles that: 

1. The practices are on-going and display students’ developmental process 

2. It includes authentic work. 
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The selection and collection of items may be: 

 teacher selected 

 student selected 

 a negotiated selection between teacher and student. 

 

The material in the portfolio should be organised by chronological order and category (relevant to subject area). 

 

The organisation of the portfolio may include the following: 

1. A table of contents 

2. An introduction title page that identifies the student and briefly explain the purpose of the portfolio 

3. Brief description of selected tasks/work assignments for  readers  less familiar with the operation in the classroom 

4. Dates on all entries 

5. A review section that includes student reflections/self-assessment (e.g. using a checklist such as the one on p.23) together with teacher’s comments and 

possible peer comments. 

 

Criteria for evaluating the Portfolio 

Organisation  and Completeness       :      10% 

Self Evaluation              :       10% 

   Included Items    :       50% 
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Example of Portfolio Rubric 

 

 

Organisation &  10   All components of the portfolio are included in a neat, well organized fashion with a table of  

Completeness             contents included. 

 

   8   All components of the portfolio are included. 

 

   6   Most components of the portfolio are included (1 – 2 missing items). 

 

   4   Several components of the portfolio are missing (3missing items). 

 

   2   The portfolio is largely incomplete (more than 3 missing items). 

 

   0   The portfolio was not handed in. 

 

 

Self Evaluation     10   All components of self-evaluation are completed.  Student shows clarity of thought and insight. 

                                                                                     

                               8   All components of self-evaluation are completed.  Student responses show evidence of thought 

                                    and careful consideration. 

 

                              6   Most components of self-evaluation are completed or student responses show only some evidence 

                                   of thought and careful consideration. 

 

                              4   Several components of self-evaluation are missing or student responses little evidence of thought 

                                   and careful consideration. 

 

                              2   The self-evaluation component is largely incomplete or student responses indicate little effort to 

                                   complete the self-evaluation. 

 

                              0   The self-evaluation component was not completed. 
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Included Items    50   Included portfolio items indicate an excellent level of work or a significant improvement  

                                   throughout the term or a consistent effort to learn from previous evaluations (corrections 

                                   completed for all materials, work re-done, etc.). 

 

                            40   Included portfolio items indicated a good level of work or an improvement throughout the 

                                   term and an effort to learn from previous evaluations (corrections completed, work re-done 

                                   for most materials). 

 

                            30   Included portfolio items indicate a satisfactory level of work or an improvement throughout the 

                                   term and some effort to learn from previous evaluations (corrections completed, work re-done for  

                                   several of the materials). 

 

                            20   Included portfolio items indicate a satisfactory level of work or an improvement throughout the  

                                   term and/or a minimal effort to learn from previous evaluations (corrections completed, work re- 

                                   done for a few materials). 

 

                            10   Included portfolio items indicate a poor level or work and/or no effort to learn from previous 

                                   evaluations (corrections not completed, work not re-done). 

 

                              0   There were no portfolio items included. 

 

 

 

Adapted from Bentley, D. 2001 
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Student Reflection: Sample Self-Assessment Sheet 

 

Student Name:   ____________________              Date: ________________ 

The attached portfolio item is (e.g. simple report, concept map, ppt.) 

This piece of work demonstrates that I can: 

□    make observations   □   support ideas with evidence or reasons 

□   take measurements     □   evaluate products and processes 

□   make predictions    □   organize related ideas 

□   collaborate with team mates  □   describe observations in writing 

□   describe observations verbally  □   participate in discussion 

□   other:  _________________________________________ 

 

In this task: 

 

My strengths include: 

 

I can improve: 

 

Student Signature:  _______________________  


